Sleep and Inflammatory Bowel Disease: Exploring the Relationship Between Sleep Disturbances and Inflammation
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Abstract: Sleep disturbances are associated with a greater risk of serious adverse health events, economic consequences, and, most importantly, increased all-cause mortality. Several studies support the associations among sleep, immune function, and inflammation. The relationship between sleep disturbances and inflammatory conditions is complex and not completely understood. Sleep deprivation can lead to increased levels of inflammatory cytokines, including interleukin (IL)-1, IL-6, tumor necrosis factor, and C-reactive protein, which can lead to further activation of the inflammatory cascade. The relevance of sleep in inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), a chronic immune-mediated inflammatory disease of the gastrointestinal tract, has recently received more attention. Several studies have shown that patients with both inactive and active IBD have self-reported sleep disturbances. Here, we present a concise review of sleep and its association with the immune system and the process of inflammation. We discuss the studies that have evaluated sleep in patients with IBD as well as possible treatment options for those patients with sleep disturbances. An algorithm for evaluating sleep disturbances in the IBD population is also proposed. Further research is still needed to better characterize sleep disturbances in the IBD population as well as to assess the effects of various therapeutic interventions to improve sleep quality. It is possible that the diagnosis and treatment of sleep disturbances in this population may provide an opportunity to alter disease outcomes.

Sleep and Inflammatory Bowel Disease

The pathogenesis of inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), an immune-mediated chronic inflammatory disease of the intestinal tract, is complex and has been associated with several environmental factors besides genetic mutations and immune system defects. An association with smoking and appendectomy has been seen in the pathogenesis of IBD.1 There has been increasing interest in the roles that vitamin D levels, use of medications (eg, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, and oral contraceptives), prior exposure to antibiotics, dietary com- position, depression, psychologic stress, and geographic variation play in disease modification.2 In addition, a recent avenue of study has been on whether sleep distur- bance is a possible environmental risk factor of IBD. According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, approximately 70 million Americans have chronic sleep problems.3 Some studies have reported that the sleep deficit has been increasing over time, as people are sleeping fewer hours than they were 25 years ago.4

In the modern era, increasing work demands and shifting work schedules are major causes for chronic sleep deprivation in the general population.5 The impact of shift work on health can be seen by the increase in sleep disorders, gastrointestinal (GI) diseases (eg, colitis and peptic ulcer disease), and cardiovascular diseases in the population.6 In the era of increasing prevalence of autoimmune conditions, researchers have asked important questions about how sleep quality is affecting health, especially in terms of effects on immune system regulation. Increasing sleep deprivation has been shown to increase the risk of infections and activate the immune cascade.7,8 Sleep deficiency also has been linked to an increase in all-cause mortality in young adults in addition to an increase in the risk of obesity, diabetes, and cardiovascular disease.9,10

Although lack of sleep might be a contributing factor to global health issues, researchers in the IBD community have begun to look at the effects of sleep quality on disease and outcomes. A large retrospective study looking at over 12,000 German workers found that those who worked long or irregular hours had an increased prevalence of IBD compared with those who worked regular hours.11 In published studies, at least 50% of patients with IBD have reported poor sleep quality; this percentage is even greater in those patients with active disease.12,13,14 The high prevalence of sleep disturbances in these studies raises many questions about the role that sleep and sleep quality play in disease activity and management. Several studies would suggest that there is an increased risk of active disease in those with sleep impairment or an increased risk of sleep impairment in those with active disease; the direction of the relationship has not been well established.15,16,17,18,19

The Basics of Sleep

Humans sleep an average of 8 hours per night and have an average life expectancy of 77 years. This means people spend almost one-third of their lives sleeping.20 In the past 60 years, we have come to realize that sleep is not merely a passive state in which we just close our eyes and shut down our body functions and rest; rather, it is an active state with restorative properties. Human sleep is divided into 2 states: rapid eye movement (REM) sleep and non-REM (NREM) sleep. REM sleep accounts for approximately 20% of total sleep time in adults, and it is the stage in which most of our dreaming occurs. NREM sleep accounts for the other 80%, and it is broken down into 4 stages. Sleep onset occurs after a certain latency period, which varies from person to person, and initiates with stage 1 and progresses to deeper stages of sleep. After stage 4, sleep progresses into REM sleep and then back to stage 1. This cycle repeats itself every 90 minutes. Prior to awakening, the percentage of REM sleep is greater than that of NREM sleep. Most people awaken directly from REM sleep. Stages 3 and 4 are often referred to as slow-wave sleep (SWS) and are considered the most restorative stages of sleep and where the greatest impact from immune regulation happens. The effects of SWS can lead to a decrease in colon contractility, which is considered the “rest period” for the colon, so alterations in this stage of sleep can have direct effects on GI physiology, including diminished mucosal integrity.21-23 Inadequate sleep or sleep deprivation can lead to daytime tiredness, irritability, and possible decreased work productivity.

As people are sleeping less, the most significant changes are seen in the duration of SWS and an increase in sleep fragmentation.24 Recent studies have also shown that the sleep-wake cycle, also known as the circadian rhythm, is controlled by a central “clock” in the brain as well as peripheral GI clocks. Different environmental factors, such as light, food, chemicals, and genes, can modulate the functions of these clocks.25-27

The quality of sleep can be evaluated by both subjective instruments and objective measurements. Several tools have been designed to evaluate sleep disturbances in humans. Buysse and colleagues developed a commonly used sleep instrument, the Pittsburgh Quality Sleep Index (PSQI), in 1989.28 The PSQI is a 19-item self-rated questionnaire used to assess sleep quality and disturbances over a 1-month period, with calculated scores ranging from 0 (good sleep quality) to 21 (poor sleep quality).29 This validated instrument has a nearly 90% sensitivity and specificity to distinguish good sleepers from poor sleepers and has broad clinical and research uses. It is widely being used in studies that look at sleep quality in patients with IBD,30,31,32 irritable bowel syndrome (IBS),33,34,35,36 gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD),37,38 and Crohn’s disease.39,40

Objective sleep measurement involves use of a nocturnal polysomnography (PSG), which can provide more
Sleep quality assessment is complex and involves the evaluation of several variables, including sleep duration (number of hours spent sleeping), sleep latency (how long it takes to fall asleep), sleep efficiency (hours asleep in bed compared with time spent in bed), and number of sleep arousals (sleep fragmentation). Sleep disturbances can be characterized by chronic sleep deprivation, primary sleep disorders (insomnia, restless leg syndrome [RLS], periodic limb movement disorder, and obstructive sleep apnea [OSA]), and secondary sleep disorders (due to other medical conditions). Although not fully understood, the presence of active disease in IBD can lead to sleep deprivation, which then can lead to further immune activation, creating a vicious cycle for patients.

Sleep and Immunity

The interaction between sleep and the immune system is complex and has been increasingly studied over the past few decades. A close link between sleep and immune function has been observed, and studies have shown that adequate sleep strengthens immune function. On the other hand, sleep deprivation has been shown to have negative effects on the immune system. Alterations in sleep patterns can lead to leukocytosis and an increase in natural killer cell activity, which can lead to increased inflammatory cytokine production.

Interestingly, the cytokines implicated in the regulation of the sleep-wake cycle are also involved in the pathogenesis of chronic inflammatory conditions, including IBD.

Effects of Sleep Deprivation on the Immune System

Sleep loss or sleep deprivation can lead to systemic inflammation as defined by changes in pro-inflammatory cytokines and inflammatory markers. In particular, elevations in interleukin (IL)-1 and IL-6, tumor necrosis factor (TNF), and C-reactive protein have been seen after sleep deprivation in both animal and human studies. In particular, IL-1 and TNF-α, in particular, have been referred to as sleep regulatory cytokines, and the studies looking at their effects suggest that the relationship may be bidirectional. In a study of 30 healthy adults undergoing sleep deprivation, a significant elevation in proinflammatory cytokines was found. These findings are supported by increased sleep fragmentation results in the NF-κB pathway. The proinflammatory effects of TNF-α have been well defined in the pathogenesis of chronic inflammation, especially in IBD, and anti-TNF-α therapy plays a central role in the treatment of IBD. The use of anti-TNF-α therapy in patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA) and ankylosing spondylitis has been associated with improved sleep quality.

Immune Regulation Effects on the Sleep-Wake Cycle

In animal studies, increased levels of IL-1 and TNF-α were associated with an increase in NREM sleep, in particular SW5. IL-6 plays a central role in the pathogenesis of Crohn’s disease (CD); it mediates acute-phase reactant response and has been shown to suppress REM sleep and promote wakelness in patients with IBD. As will be discussed in more detail, patients with active IBD are more likely to have subjective sleep complaints than patients with inactive disease, which supports the role for inflammation in the regulation of sleep-wake cycles.

Non-immune-mediated Factors in Sleep Regulation

In addition to cytokines, hormones have also been shown to play a central role in sleep regulation. Melatonin is made by the pineal gland, and it has multiple neurohormonal functions, including circadian regulation. The highest levels of melatonin are found within the GI tract and play a central role in the regulation of GI motility, with both inhibitory and excitatory effects. Another important hormone in sleep regulation is endogenous glucocorticoids, which are also known to regulate endogenous cytokine production. Interestingly, the cytokines implicated in the regulation of the sleep-wake cycle are also involved in the pathogenesis of chronic inflammatory conditions, including IBD.

Sleep, Infection, and Inflammation

The Role of Infection in Sleep Disturbances

Acute infection plays an important role in sleep regulation, and the studies looking at this pathogen (bacterial, viral, or fungal, and likely also to have a role in the development of the disease) have been shown to result in the alteration of sleep patterns in animals, usually resulting in an increase in SW5 following infection.68-70 Sleepiness, caused by acute viral or bacterial infection, is usually followed by a phase of sleep-wake cycles and is initially characterized by increased sleepiness that progresses to premature REM episodes. Affected patients are found to have elevated TNF-α and IL-1β levels.71,72 Several studies have looked at the changes in sleep architecture related to viral infection, including rhinovirus, which, contrary to popular belief, is associated with decreased sleep duration.73 The sleep patterns of people with HIV infection are also found to be significantly altered, with studies showing sleep abnormalities in 73% of HIV-seropositive patients.74

Inflammatory Conditions and Sleep

Adequate SWS can attenuate the inflammatory cascade, whereas the presence of a sleep deficit can activate a proinflammatory response. King and colleagues demonstrated that longer sleep duration measured by actigraphy was associated with a decrease in the incidence of coronary artery calcification.75 Fifty percent to 70% of patients with RA report sleep disturbances and daytime fatigue.76 Objective evaluation of sleep disturbances in a small sample of patients with RA using PSG found improvement in sleep efficiency and decreased awakenings after initiation of anti-TNF-α therapy.77 Many other diseases have been associated with patient-reported poor sleep quality, including asthma, systemic lupus erythematosus, multiple sclerosis, and ankylosing spondylitis.

Sleep and the Gastrointestinal Tract

Adequate sleep has important effects on GI physiology, leading to inhibition of colonic contractility during SWS, with the elimination of propagating contractions leading to colonic inactivity.78 A cross-sectional survey found a strong relationship between self-reported insomnia and the presence of bowel disorders in a Canadian population. This study found a nearly 3-fold increased risk of bowel disorders in patients with insomnia even after adjusting for sex, age, self-perceived stress, and the presence of chronic fatigue syndrome.79 Although an important observation, the causality of these findings is still not very clear. GERO is the most common GI diagnosis in the United States and has been associated with and regarded as a functional relationship between sleep and the GI tract.80 One study demonstrated that sleep deprivation increased symptom rating and decreased time to symptom generation in patients with IBD.81 Studies also have shown that patients with GERO symptoms have more frequent nighttime awakenings and poorer sleep quality.82 A study looking at the sleep disturbances in Olmsted County, Minnesota found that people who took ergot alkaloids for GERD symptoms had more sleep complaints, further supporting the important relationship between sleep and the GI tract.83 Studies have shown increased subjective sleep complaints in the IBS population independent of the presence of sleep disturbances. The impact of sleep on bowel inflammation can be seen in initial studies of the effects of sleep disturbances in the mouse dextran sodium sulfate–induced colitis model. Prenus and colleagues demonstrated that sleep deprivation in the dextran sodium sulfate–induced colitis model was associated with increased colonic inflammation.84 They found that mice subjected to 3 months of alternating light-dark periods had more severe colonic inflammation. The same group published another study that showed that, after circadian disruption, mice had worsening colonic inflammation and delayed mucosal recovery.85

Sleep in Inflammatory Bowel Disease

The Presence of Sleep Disturbances in Inflammatory Bowel Disease

Increasing evidence shows that there is a relationship between sleep, GI physiology, and inflammation as described above. Researchers have now started to ask important questions about the impact of sleep disturbances in IBD. The Table summarizes the studies to date that examine sleep quality in IBD. Zimmerman was the first to publish data that examined sleep disturbances in the IBD patient population.86 This was a small observational study of age-matched male patients with IBS and IBD. It assessed the relationship between intestinal and extraintestinal symptoms, including sleep disturbances. Compared with healthy controls, higher sleep disturbances, as measured on a 5-point Likert scale, were discovered. In this study, the presence of diarrhea and acid reflux predicted the presence of sleep disturbances. The controller model showed that the use of age-matched controls excluded gender and age effects. The lack of control for other potential confounders and the absence of standardized sleep measurement tools limits the interpretation of the other studies. Later, another study looked at sleep in the pediatric population and found that 54% (21/41) of pediatric patients with IBD had moderate to severe sleep disturbances. The most common disturbances were morning fatigue on awakening (75%) and sleep fragmentation (53.6%). The study did not find any association between the presence of sleep disturbances and disease activity or current treatment regimen. Although the study was prospective in nature and used a validated mini-sleep questionnaire, its small sample size and lack of information regarding disease activity...
measurement tools and confounders, such as corticosteroid use and the presence of depression and anxiety, limit the interpretation of the results. Keefer and colleagues were the first to perform a small prospective study that examined subjective (using PSQI) and objective (using PSG) sleep disturbances in adult controls, patients with IBS, and patients with IBD. The study found increasing subjective sleep complaints among patients with IBS or IBD and that abnormal sleep affected quality-of-life measures. Using PSG, the researchers found that 13% of patients with IBD had OSA. This was the first study to further classify sleep disturbances using objective measures. The same group further evaluated the effects of sleep disturbances and quality of life in a larger sample of patients with inactive IBD using a mail-in survey. The subjects with IBD reported significantly prolonged sleep latency, frequent sleep fragmentation, a higher rate of using sleeping pills, decreased daytime energy, increased tiredness, and poor overall sleep quality compared with healthy controls. Similar to many other previous studies, this study lacked the objective evaluation of sleep and included other confounding factors. Reliance on self-reported retrospective assessment by patients and their sleep quality was another major limitation. This was the first study focusing on the objective assessment of sleep, a small study analyzed wrist-worn actigraphy in 4 patients with inactive IBD. The patients were found to have increased sleep-onset latency and decreased sleep efficiency compared with healthy matched controls. The researchers also evaluated melatonin secretion profiles in this sample and showed circadian rhythms similar to those of controls. Given the small sample size, the findings were observationally important but an additional increment to previous studies.

Sleep Disturbances and Disease Activity
The presence of sleep disturbances in the majority of patients with IBD prompted researchers to begin looking at the correlation between sleep and disease activity. In the pediatric IBD population, a study showed that patients with self-reported severely active IBD were more likely to have sleep disturbances than children with mild or inactive disease. Although patient perceptions of their disease activity are important, the use of a visual analog scale in this study to assess disease activity possibly biased the results, as a clinical and endoscopic assessment of disease severity would be more accurate, given that some symptoms are not always driven by inflammation. Similar findings were seen in an adult population with active IBD in a large study performed by Graff and colleagues that used multiple patient-reported outcomes. This study showed that a greater percentage of patients with active IBD (82%) had poor sleep quality compared with healthy matched controls. The researchers also compared with healthy controls. Similar to many other studies of sleep disruption in IBD, the inactive and active groups were the same despite differences in disease activity, disease type, gender, and age, the researchers found that poor sleep quality was independently associated with increased fatigue and morning fatigue. However, a more recent study published by Graff and colleagues evaluated fatigue in adults with IBD. After controlling for disease activity, disease type, gender, and age, the researchers found that poor sleep quality was independently associated with increased fatigue over time. Similarly, in a smaller cohort of pediatric patients with depression, significantly greater subjective sleep disturbances were seen in patients with CD compared with controls. This study was conducted by the fact that all of the patients screened positive for depression, which alone is linked to abnormal sleep patterns, and that the use of the PSQI in children and adolescents has not been validated.

Our group recently published a study confirming the association between poor sleep quality and active disease. In this study, all patients with clinically active disease had an abnormal PSQI. Of the patients in clinical remission with abnormal PSQI, 61% were found to have histologic inflammation on colonoscopy. Patients with an abnormal PSQI score had a positive predictive value of 85% for undergoing mucosal inflammation. This was the first study to look at endoscopic and histologic disease activity and sleep quality and, unlike previous studies, controlled for confounding factors such as depression, fatigue, corticosteroid use, and over-the-counter medication use. Sleep Disturbances Increase the Risk of Relapse
A large online survey completed by over 3100 patients in the Crohn's and Colitis Foundation of America Partners IBD cohort found that patients with CD in clinical remission and subjective sleep disturbances (using the PROMIS questionnaire) had a 2-fold increased risk of active disease at 6 months. Patients with ulcerative colitis (UC) were not found to have this same association. The study also showed an association between disease activity, depression, female sex, and the use of corticosteroids or narcotics with abnormal subjective sleep complaints. The study was limited by the self-reported information on the disease phenotype, treatment, and disease activity. Our group presented the preliminary results of an ongoing prospective study at Digestive Disease Week 2013, looking at patients with IBD (both CD and UC), and found a 3-fold increased risk of disease relapse at 6 months in patients with clinical remission and poor sleep. Patients with an abnormal PSQI had a relapse rate of 47% at 3 months and 67% at 6 months compared with 0% at 3 and 6 months in patients with a normal PSQI. Patients with known depression, anxiety, corticosteroid use, and use of over-the-counter medications known to affect sleep were excluded from this analysis. These studies add important information to the current knowledge about sleep and IBD. There is a need for larger prospective studies to confirm the association between poor sleep quality and risk of disease relapse. One such study is ongoing at our center.

Therapeutic Implications of Sleep Quality in Inflammatory Bowel Disease
The above studies highlight the significant impact of sleep on the IBD population and also raise a few important questions: How can we improve sleep quality in patients? Can current IBD therapies improve sleep quality? Does improving sleep quality improve disease outcomes? Studies in patients with insomnia support the use of cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) to improve sleep quality, but the effectiveness of CBT has not been assessed in the IBD population. If studies looking at behavioral interventions in patients with IBD were able to show improved sleep quality and decreased disease activity, it could be a less invasive and inexpensive means to improve patients’ overall quality of...
resulting in fewer symptoms (e.g., arthralgia) that drive sleep disturbances. There also has been increasing interest in the use of melatonin, given its important regulatory role in the sleep-wake cycle, effects on the GI immune system, and anti-inflammatory effects. Although there have been no clinical trials on the use of melatonin in IBD, researchers have studied the effects of melatonin in similar models, including patients with IBS, showing that the use of melatonin resulted in symptom control and improvement in the quality of life.10,11 There have been more than a dozen studies looking at the use of melatonin in animal models showing anti-inflammatory benefits, including a reduction in mucosal inflammation severity.12-15 Anecdotal evidence suggests that melatonin may have an impact on IBD; a published case report described a patient with UC who had resolution of symptoms after use of melatonin for 17 years.16 Melatonin may be useful as adjuvant therapy in patients with IBD and sleep disturbances, although more studies need to be performed in the IBD population to assess the true benefit. Other important considerations are the evaluation and treatment of sleep disorders in evaluating comorbid conditions that affect sleep, including anxiety and depression, use of corticosteroids, and other inflammatory conditions. One study showed the importance of treating both depression and sleep disturbances in the general population and found that those who received CBT for sleep had greater remission rates for depression.17 The approach to patients with IBD and sleep disorders will need to involve a multidisciplinary team that includes sleep specialists, psychologists, and IBD experts to begin to adequately address sleep disturbances in this patient population.

Summary and Future Directions

There is no question that patients with IBD report poor sleep quality. Currently, 1.4 million Americans have received a diagnosis of IBD, and studies would suggest that 750,000 to 1 million of these patients are affected by sleep disturbances.41 At the present time, the evaluation of sleep disturbances in this population is not standard clinical practice. With studies suggesting an association of subjective sleep disturbances with increased disease activity and even subclinical inflammation, this problem deserves more attention. Clinicians should consider screening patients with IBD for sleep disturbances using available validated instruments such as PSQI or PROMIS questionnaires. Further research is needed to develop better and more user-friendly sleep measurement tools to establish the causality and direction of the association between sleep disturbances and disease activity. Evaluation of sleep disturbances could be considered another noninvasive approach to the evaluation of subclinical inflammation, given that the presence of abnormal sleep is associated with underlying inflammation and increased risk of relapse.13,14,15 Patients with reported poor sleep quality should be evaluated for comorbid sleep conditions, including OSA, RLS, and primary insomnia. If present, referral for further diagnosis and treatment should be considered. Patients with poor sleep quality who are in clinical remission warrant further investigation for subclinical inflammation as well as sleep hygiene assessment and education to reduce the risk of relapse. Patients with poor sleep quality and active disease should first undergo optimization of medical therapy and then further assessment of both disease activity and sleep quality.

The assessment of sleep disturbances in patients with IBD can play an important role in optimizing medical management and keeping disease in remission, and it may even after disease outcomes. Further studies are warranted to evaluate the impact of sleep evaluation and subsequent therapeutic intervention on the disease outcomes of patients with IBD.
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